
ARRIA 10 Transceiver PHY 

Transmit ATX PLL does not lock,
 when reference clock is not present during device configuration

We have setup a basic simple transceiver design with 1 transmitter and 1 receiver. We have build the
system according to the „Intel Arria 10 Transceiver PHY User Guide“, using the standard 
components:

- Intel IP Protocol Basic with KR FEC configuration
- Intel IP reset controller
- Intel IP ATX transmit PLL

In our end-application, the reference clock for the ATX transmit PLL will not be present at start of 
FPGA configuration. So, according to chapter 7 , Intel recommends to recalibrate the PLL‘s and 
PMA, after the reference clock is stable. We have implemented the recalibration -> § 7.4.1 .

Observation:
When the reference clock is present at start of FPGA configuration, ATX PLL locks and also after 
recalibration ATX PLL locks again → OK !

When the reference clock is NOT present at start of configuration and applied during user mode, 
then  ATX PLL never locks after recalibration. → NOK!

When we started with our project, we observed, that the signal pll_powerdown of the ATX PLL did 
not work at all (pll_locked was always high when locked). In Intel support we found:

Device Family: Intel® Arria® 10
Intel Software: Quartus Prime Pro, Quartus Prime Standard
Type: Answers
Area: HSIO
Last Modified: January 23, 2020
Version Found: v19.3
Bug ID: 1507661696, 1507719020
IP: Arria 10 fPLL
Why is the assertion of pll_powerdown input unable to reset the Intel® Arria® 10 fPLL?
Description

Due to the Intel® Arria® 10 fPLL IP core internal fPLL reset signal is controlled by 
the Avalon-MM register by default but not controlled by the IP core top level design pll_powerdown
input signal, asserting the top level design pll_powerdown input signal does not reset 
the Intel® Arria® 10 fPLL.
Workaround/Fix

Add the following QSF assignment to link the low level fPLL reset to top level pll_powerdown 
input: 

set_global_assignment -name VERILOG_MACRO 
"ALTERA_XCVR_A10_ENABLE_ANALOG_RESETS=1"
This information will be updated into a future version of the Intel® Arria® 10 
Transceiver PHY User Guide documentation.



We have inserted this assignement and then the  pll_locked signal was ok (when reference clock is 
present at device configuration).

The attached quartus project contains a signal tap file: recalib_start.stp.
Instance recalib: 
View signals when recalibration is triggered.

Trigger recalibration with src/probe file : recalib_start.spf
Positive edge of s0

 

Instance tx_pll_status of recalib_start.stp: view status signals ATX PLL:



Additional Info:

We tried to use fPLL instead ATX PLL → No success.

Quartus Version:


